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1. DEFINITIONS
Let C denote the Banach space of all 2p periodic continuous func-2p
w xtions defined on yp , p under sup-norm for 0 - a F 1 and some positive
constant K. The function space H is given bya
a< <H s f g C : f x y f y F K x y y . 1.1 4 .  .  .a 2p
 . 5 5The space H is a Banach space 9 with the norm ? defined byaa
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where
5 5f s sup f x .c
ypFxFp
and
yaa < <D f x , y s f x y f y x y y , x / y. 1.3 .  .  .  .
0  .We shall use the convention that D f x, y s 0. The metric induced norm
 .1.2 on H is called the Holder metric. Let f be a periodic function ofÈa
w xperiod 2p and integrable in the Lebesgue sense over yp , p .
Let the Fourier series associated with f at x be
` `1
a q a cos nx q b sin nx s A x . 1.4 .  .  . 0 n n n2 ns1 ns0
Let us write
1
f u s f x q u q f x y u y 2 f x 1.5 4 .  .  .  .  .x 2
p 1 w
X u s f w cot dw. 1.6 .  .  .Hx x 2 2u
 . U  .Let S x and S x , respectively, denote the partial sum and modifiedn n
 .partial sum of 1.4 , i.e.,
n ny1 1
US x s A x , S x s A x q A x . .  .  .  .  . n k n k n2ks0 ks0
w xIt is known 6, p. 50 that
p2 f u sin nu du .xUS x y f x s . 1.7 .  .  .Hn up 0 2 tan
2
`  .Let  u x be an infinite series with the sequence of partial sumsns0 n
  .4  .   .4 t x . The Borel's exponential mean B t; x of the sequence t x orn p n
`  .. w xthe series  u x is defined by 5, p. 182 .ns0 n
` np
ypB t ; x s e t x p ) 0 . 1.8 .  .  .  .p n n!ns0
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2. INTRODUCTION
By writing ``Hardy]Littlewood series'' or for short ``HL-Series'' we mean
the series
` S x y f x .  .n
. 2.1 . nns1
w x  .  .Hardy and Littlewood 6 have shown that 2.1 is summable C, 1 to the
value
p1 p y u u u
cot y log 2 sin f u du .H x 5 /  /p 2 2 20q
whenever the integral
p 1 u
f u cot du 2.2 .  .H x 2 20q
w x w x.exists. Further 6 , see also 10, p. 122 . If
t
f u du s o t as t ª 0 q 2.3 .  .  .H x
0
 .  .then 2.1 converges if and only if 2.2 exists. The interest of the HL-series
 .lies in its relation to the integral 2.2 , these relations being very similar to
 .those between then conjugate series B x and the integraln
p c u .x
du, 2.4 .H u0q
 .  .  .  .4 w xwhere c u s 1r2 f x q u y f x y u . It is known 10 that if f g Lx
 .then 2.4 exists almost everywhere. On the other hand there exists a
 . w xcontinuous function f for which the integral 2.2 diverges for 6 almost
all x. At this stage, we remark that the above results on HL-series remain
unaltered if we replace the HL-series by
` U1 S x y f x .  .n
c q , 2.5 .02 nns1
where
p2 u u
c s f u cot du. .H0 xp 2 20
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 .  .The series 2.5 is summable C, 1 to the value
p 1
f u cot du .H x 20q
whenever this integral exists. Thus the convergence or summability prob-
 .  .lems of 2.5 is same as that of 2.1 though their sums are different and
 .hence we may term 2.5 as an HL-series.
3. MAIN RESULTS
w xIt was Alexits 1 who initiated the work on the degree of approximation
of functions of the H class by the Cesaro means of their Fourier series inÁa
the sup-norm. The degree of approximation of functions in H by thea
Fejer means of the Fourier series in the Holder metric was first studied byÂ È
w x w xProssdorf 9 . Chandra 2 obtained a generalization of Prossdorf's result inÈ È
w xthe Norlund transform set up. Later Mohapatra and Chandra 8 obtainedÈ
a number of results on the degree of the approximation problem in the
Holder metric using matrix transforms which generalize all the previousÈ
results based on Cesaro and Norlund transforms. In a recent paperÁ È
w xChandra 3 studied the degree of approximation problems of functions of
the H class in the Holder metric by their Fourier series using Borel'sÈa
exponential means which generalizes an earlier work by Mohapatra and
w xChandra 7 . The object of the present paper is to study the degree of
 .approximation of some function associated with the HL-series 2.5 by
using Borel's exponential transformation in the Holder metric.È
We prove the following theorem:
 .  .THEOREM. Let T x be the nth partial sum of the HL-series 2.5 and letn
 .   .4B T ; x be the Borel's exponential mean of T x . Let 0 F b - a F 1 andp n
f g H . Thena
1qbrabyaB T ; x y X prp s O p log p . 3.1 .  .  .  . .p x b
Before we take up the proof, we exhibit below the Fourier character of
 .the HL-series 2.5 .
Let
p 1 1
X u s f w cot w dw. 3.2 .  .  .Hx x 2 2u
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w xIt is known 4 that X is even and Lebesgue integrable. Letx
`1
X t ; c q c cos nt . 3.3 .  .x 0 n2 ns1
We have
p2
c s X t dt .H0 xp 0
p p2 1 1
s f u cot u du dt .H H x 5p 2 20 t
p u2 1
s f u cot u du dt .H Hxp 20 0
p2 u 1
s f u cot u du 3.4 .  .H xp 2 20
and for n G 1,
p2
c s X t cos nt dt .Hn xp 0
p p2 1 u
s cos nt f u cot du dt .H H x 5p 2 20 t
p u2 1 u
s f u cot du cos nt dt .H Hxu 2 20 0
p2 f u sin nu du .xs H
p n 2 tan ur2 .0
SU x y f x .  .ns . 3.5 .
n
Thus we have
 .PROPOSITION. The Hardy]Littlewood series 2.5 is the Fourier series of
 .the e¨en function X u at u s 0.x
In these circumstances
n p1 2
T x s c q c s X u D u du, 3.6 .  .  .  . Hn 0 k x n2 p 0ks1
where
sin n q 1r2 u .
D u s . 3.7 .  .n 2 sin ur2 .
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Throughout the paper we suppose that 0 - d - pr4 and
F u s X u y X prp 3.8 .  .  .  .x x x
G u s F u y F u 3.9 .  .  .  .x y
1Q u s sin u q p sin u 3.10 .  . .p 2
l x s B T ; x y X prp . 3.11 .  .  .  .p p x
4. LEMMAS
To prove the theorem we use the following lemmas.
LEMMA 1. Let f g H , 0 - a F 1. Thena
O ua . 4.1 .
f u y f u s .  . ax y  < < 4.2O x y y  . .
p¡ au , u )
p~F u s O 1 4.3 .  .  .x p
yap , u -¢ p
p¡ au , u )
p~G u s O 1 4.4 .  .  .p
yap , u -¢ p
p¡log p , u )
p
a~< <G u s O 1 x y y 4.5 .  .  .1 p
log , u - .¢ u p
 .  .Proof. The proof of 4.1 and 4.2 is an easy consequence of the
 .  .definition of f u and H . The remaining estimates follow from 4.1 andx a
 .4.2 .
LEMMA 2. Let 0 - d - pr4. Then for 0 F u F d
sin p sin u y sin pu s O pu3 . 4.6 .  . .
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Proof. We can arrive at the desired estimate by expressing the left side
 .of 4.6 as a product and thereafter using the expansion of sin u.
LEMMA 3. Let 0 - d - pr4. Then for c s 2rp 2
i eyp 1ycos u. s O eyp cu2 4.7 .  . .
ii eyp 1ycos u. y eyp 1ycosuqp r p.4 s O ueyp cu2 . 4.8 4 .  .
 2 . 2 2  .  .Proof. Since 1 y cos u G 2rp u s cu , 4.7 follows; 4.8 follows
 .by use of 4.7 .
LEMMA 4. Suppose that c and d are both positi¨ e constants. Let b be any
real number. Then as p ª `
¡ yby1  .p b - y1 . 4.9
log p b s y1  . . 4.10
1d 2k y 1 - b F 2k2b yc p t ~  .,t e dt s O 1 4.11 .H k k s 0, 1, 2, . . .pprp
1 2k F b F 2k q 1  .4.12, .
byk¢ k s 0, 1, 2, . . .p
yc p t 2  .  .  .Proof. Since e s O 1 , the estimates 4.9 and 4.10 follow at
 .once. For the proof of 4.11 , we consider the case k s 0, y1 - b F 0
which is true. Suppose it holds for k s m, that is,
1d 2b yc p tt e dt s O , 4.13 .H m /pprp
where m is some positive integer and 2m y 1 - b F 2m. Now for 2m q 1
 .- u - 2 m q 1 , after integration by parts,
1 dd d2 2u yc p t uy1 yc p tt e dt s y t e dt .H H2cp dtprp prp
uy11 p 2 2y cp r p. uy1 yc pds e y d e /2cp p
u y 1 d 2uy2 yc p tq t e . 4.14 .H2cp prp
yc pd 2  yD .By making use of the fact that e s 0 p , D ) 0 however large, we
 u .observe that the integrated part is O 1rp . As 2m y 1 - u y 2 F 2m, it
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 .  .  m.follows that the last integral in the right side of 4.14 is O 1rp O 1rp
 mq 1.  .  .s O 1rp by an appeal to 4.13 and hence by induction 4.11 follows.
 .For the proof of 4.12 we consider the case b s 0 when the integral is
 .O 1 . When b s 1, the integral reduces to
1 d 1d d2 2yc p t yc p tte dt s y e dt s O . .H H  /2cp dt pprp prp
For 0 - b - 1, integrating by parts, we get
1 dd d2 2b yc p t by1 yc p tt e dt s y t e dt .H H2cp dtprp prp
1 b y 1prp d2 2by1 yc p t by2 yc p ts t e q t c dt.Hd2cp 2cp prp
 yb .  by1.Clearly the integrated part is O p and the last integral is O 1rp
 .by an appeal to 4.9 and hence for 0 - b - 1
1d 2b yc p tt e dt s O .H b /pprp
Collecting the results for the cases b s 0, b s 1, and 0 - b - 1 we
 .observe that 4.12 holds for k s 0. We omit the remaining part of the
 .proof as it can be completed by following the lines of the proof of 4.11 .
5. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
 .  .Using 3.6 and 1.8 , we have
` np2 p
ypB T ; x s e X u D u du. 5.1 .  .  .  .Hp x n 5p n!0 ns0
Also
p2
D u du s 1 n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . .  .H np 0
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Hence
1 x s B T ; x y X prp .  .  .p p x
` np2 p
yps e X u y X prp D u du .  .  . . H x x n /p n!0 ns0
p2 F u H u .  .x ps du, 5.2 .H
p 2 sin ur20
where
` np 1
ypH u s e sin n q u . p  /n! 2ns0
` np 1 .yp inq u2s Im e e 5n!ns0
1
yp 1ycos u.s e sin u q p sin u . 5.3 . /2
 .  .Hence by 5.2 and 5.3
p2 F u yF u 1 .  .x y yp1ycos u.Isl x yl y s e sin uqp sin u du .  . Hp p  /p 2 sin ur2 2 .0
p2 G u . yp 1ycos u.s e Q u du .H pp 2 sin ur2 .0
p
yp 1ycos u.2 G u Q u e .  .prp d ps q q duH H H /p 2 sin ur2 .0 prp d
s I q I q I , say. 5.4 .1 2 3
Now by Lemma 1
u q pu .prpya yaI s O p du s O p 5.5 .  .  .H1 u0
and
1 log pprpa a< < < <I s O 1 x y y log du s O 1 x y y . 5.6 .  .  .H1 u p0
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Again by Lemmas 1 and 3
p 2ay1 ypcuI s O 1 u e du .H3
d
p2yp cd ay1s O 1 e u du . H
0
1
s O , D ) 0 however large 5.7 .D /p
and
p 2a ypcu< <I s O 1 x y y p log p e du . H3
d
< < a ypcd
2s O 1 x y y p log p e .  .
< < ax y y
s O 1 , D ) 0 however large. 5.8 .  .Dp
Now
p 1 d yp 1ycos u.I s G u e cos p sin u du .  .H22 2 prp
1 1d yp 1ycos u.q G u cot u e sin p sin u du .  .H 2 2prp
1 d yp 1ycos u.s G u e cos p sin u du .  .H2 prp
1 1 1d yp 1ycos u.q G u cot u y e sin p sin u du .  .H  /2 2 uprp
d y1 yp1ycos u.q G u u e sin p sin u y sin pu du 4 .  .H
prp
d y1 yp1ycos u.q G u u e sin pu du .H
prp
s J q J q J q J , say. 5.9 .1 2 3 4
By Lemmas 1, 3, and 4, we get
d 2a ypcu yaJ s O 1 u e du s O p 5.10 .  .  .H1
prp
d 2aq1 ypcu yaJ s O 1 u e du s O p . 5.11 .  .  .H2
prp
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Again by Lemma 1, 2, 3, and 4
d 2aq2 ypcu yaJ s O p u e du s O p . 5.12 .  .  .H3
prp
Now
G u .d yp 1ycos u.2 J s 2 e sin pu duH4 uprp
G u .d dqprp 2prp dqprp yp 1ycos u.s q q y e sin pu duH H H H uprp 2prp prp d
G u G u q prp .  .d yp 1ycos u.s e yH  u u q prpprp
=eyp 1ycosuqp r p.. sin pu du5
G u .2prp dqprp yp 1ycos u.q y e duH H / uprp d
G u y G u q prp .  .d yp 1ycos u.s e sin pu duH  5uprp
p 1 1d yp 1ycos u.q G u q y e sin pu duH  5 /p u u q prpprp
G u q prp .d yp 1ycos u. yp1ycosuqp r p.. 4q e y e sin pu duH u q prpprp
G u .2prp dqprp yp 1ycos u.q y e sin pu duH H / uprp d
s R q R q R q R q R , say. 5.13 .1 2 3 4 5
We write
 . dlog p r p’R s qH H1  /prp log pr p’
G u y G u q prp .  . yp 1ycos u.= e sin pu du 5u
s R q R , say. 5.14 .1, 1 1, 2
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Now by Lemmas 1 and 3
d 2ay1 ypcuR s O 1 u e du .H1, 2
log pr p’
d2.ypclog pr p ay1’s O 1 e u du . H
log pr p’
1
s O , D ) 0, however large. 5.15 .D /p
 .However, f g H 0 - a F 1 implies thata
p
yaG u q y G u s O p . 5.16 .  .  . /p
 .Hence by 5.16
yap .log p r p’ yaR s O 1 du s O p log p . 5.17 .  .  .H1, 1 uprp
 .  .  .Using 5.16 and 5.17 in 5.14 , we get
R s O pya log p . 5.18 .  .1
By Lemmas 1, 3, and 4
d 2a ypcu yaR s O 1 u e du s O p . 5.19 .  .  .H3
prp
By Lemma 1
G u .2prp yp 1ycos u.R s e sin pu duH4 uprp
2prp
ay1 yas O 1 u du s O p . 5.20 .  .  .H
prp
By Lemmas 1 and 3
dqprp 2ay1 ypcuR s O 1 u e du .H5
d
dqprp2yp cd ay1s O 1 e u du . H
d
s O pyD , D ) 0 however large. 5.21 . .
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Adopting the technique similar to those employed in splitting J , we4
obtain
2p G u q prp .d yp 1ycos u.2 R s e sin pu duH2 p u u q prp .prp
p G u q prp y G u q 2prp .  .d yp 1ycos u.s e sin pu duH  5p u u q prp .prp
p G u q 2prp 1 1 .d yp 1ycos u.q y e sin pu duH  5p u q prp u u q 2prpprp
p G u q 2prp .d
q Hp u q prp u q 2prp .  .prp
 yp 1ycos u. yp1ycosuqp r p..4= e y e sin pu du
p G u q prp .2prp dqprp yp 1ycos u.q y e sin pu duH H /p u u q prp .prp d
s L q L q L q L q L , say. 5.22 .1 2 3 4 5
Now adopting the lines of the proof used in estimating R , R , and R , we3 4 5
obtain
L s O pya , i s 3, 4, 5. 5.23 .  .i
 .By 5.16
1 d y2 yaL s O u du s O p . 5.24 .  .H1 1qa /p prp
By Lemma 1
2p
G u q2  /2p pd yp 1ycos u.L s e sin pu duH2 2 u u q prp u q 2prpp  .  .prp
dy2 ay3 yas O p u du s O p . 5.25 .  . .H
prp
 .  .Collecting the results from 5.22 ] 5.25 , we get
R s O pya . 5.26 .  .2
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 .  .  .  .Using 5.26 and the results from 5.18 ] 5.21 in 5.13 , we get
log p
J s O . 5.27 .4 a /p
 .  .  .  .Lastly using 5.27 and 5.10 ] 5.12 in 5.9 , we get
log p
I s O . 5.28 .2 a /p
By Lemma 1
1 G u 1 .d yp 1ycos u.I s e sin u q p sin u duH2  /p sin ur2 2 .prp
duda< <s O 1 x y y log p . H uprp
2a< <s O 1 x y y log p . 5.29 .  .  .
We observe that out of the three components I , I , and I of I the1 2 3
estimates obtained for I dominate over that of I and I and hence I is2 1 3
 .  .majorized by I . Now using 5.20 and 5.28 we obtain2
l x y l y s I s I braI 1yb ra .  .n n
bra2 1ybraa ya< <  4s O 1 x y y log p p log p .  . 4
1qbrab bya< <s O 1 x y y p log p 5.30 .  .  .
which further ensures that
< <l x y l y .  .p pbsup D l x , y s sup . .p b< <x y yx , y x , y
x/y x/y
1qbrabyas O 1 p log p . 5.31 .  .  .
 .  a .Also f u s O u by the hypothesis and proceeding as above, we obtainx
5 5 < < yal x s sup l x s O p log p . 5.32 .  .  .  .cp p
ypFxFp
 .  .  .Combining 5.31 and 5.32 we get 3.1 and this completes the proof of
the theorem.
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